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Routing System Enhancement
Reduces Delivery Costs for Providers
Plainview, NY…Fastrack Healthcare Systems today announced the availability of a new
advanced optimization service that will substantially reduce fuel and overtime costs for a
provider’s delivery operation.
Fastrack’s new optimization service can process an unlimited number of orders and
vehicles, and determine which order should be allocated to a specific delivery truck, taking into
consideration time constraints. For example, if a patient is being discharged from the hospital
today, the system will allocate the orders to help ensure it is delivered within time windows (i.e.
– must be at patient’s home by 10AM). Other considerations include the weight capacity of the
vehicle and the desire to utilize certain trucks or personnel for a particular order.
“Fastrack Routing & Dispatching builds intelligent routes based on actual network drive
times, not straight-line distances. Fastrack retrieves the orders or assignments for the day and
constructs the route that optimizes drive time reducing costs. A major benefit is the ability for
customer service to provide better estimates of delivery times to the patient or facility. Fastrack
produces color-coded street maps with turn-by-turn instructions and a complete driver manifest.
It will cut travel time, thereby reducing fuel and overall truck operating costs, as well as reduce
or eliminate overtime,” stated Spencer Kay, President of Fastrack.

Introduced in 1998, Fastrack was the first to offer an integrated solution for HME and
Infusion Pharmacies to automate their delivery operations.
Fastrack Routing and Dispatching can also be used in conjunction with Fastrack’s
Wireless Warehouse Automation for order fulfillment, receiving and physical inventory utilizing
bar code enabled PDA devices.
Fastrack is the leading supplier of software & technology to Home Medical Equipment
providers, Durable Medical Equipment and Respiratory Providers, Home Infusion Pharmacies &
Home Healthcare Agencies. Only Fastrack offers a solution for each individual segment of
Home Care as well as one system encompassing virtually every clinical, operational and
financial aspect of a provider’s business, automating several or all of these product/service lines
within one integrated Microsoft SQL database. For further information, contact FASTRACK
Healthcare Systems, Inc. 255 Executive Drive, Plainview, N.Y. 11803; 1-800-520-2325, fax:
516-349-8875, or e-mail them at: info@fastrk.com or visit their Website:
www.onlyfastrack.com.
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Fastrack releases new optimization service for Routing & Delivery vehicles.

